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This essay explores the factors that drive merger outcomes under China's Anti-Monopoly Law (AML). While there are currently only a small number of published merger decisions, this paper overcomes that obstacle by utilizing a unique practitioner survey of antitrust lawyers across multiple jurisdictions. This survey captures transactions contemplated, but never undertaken (deterred by the merger regime), as well as mergers notified for approval under the AML. The survey allows for broader inferences to be drawn about the development of Chinese antitrust law, including: the welfare standard used in merger analysis, what industrial policy and other political factors may impact merger enforcement, and issues of institutional design, transparency, and delay. The survey has implications for antitrust, institutional design, intellectual property rights, and business law more generally.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Legal developments in China continue to increase in global importance, particularly in the business realm. One of the most important areas of such global impact is in mergers and acquisitions. If Chinese authorities can block mergers using their antitrust laws, this may scuttle mergers that would otherwise benefit consumers in the United States or even globally.

China's antitrust merger regime under the AML went into force in 2008. Since the AML's introduction, over 600 mergers have been notified under the AML to China's Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) for antitrust review. Because MOFCOM has issued only a small number of merger decisions, the literature on Chinese merger control is based on a potentially unrepresentative sample. This article attempts to bridge the empirical gap by providing an analysis of a larger data set of transactions.

This article is the first to overcome the limited number of decided cases through a unique practitioner survey of antitrust lawyers across multiple jurisdictions. The survey asked about

the lawyers’ personal experiences counseling clients on mergers and joint ventures under the AML. This survey also captured transactions contemplated, but never undertaken, as well as mergers notified under the AML for which a decision was rendered, but not published, by MOFCOM. The survey data reconstructs most, if not nearly all, of the mergers filed under the AML at the time of the survey.

This article also provides an in-depth analysis of the decision-making process that drives AML merger outcomes. It analyzes, in the Chinese context, the welfare standard used in merger analysis, the industrial policy and other political factors that may influence enforcement, the issues of institutional design affecting merger enforcement, and issues of transparency and delay. These issues do not merely influence Chinese antitrust; they revive fundamental questions in U.S. antitrust law about the goals of antitrust and questions of institutional design. In Part II, this paper provides an overview of the AML and of the existing academic literature on the topic. Section III provides a description of the survey methodology used to reach the target survey respondents. Section IV provides a discussion of the survey results, such as the welfare standard used in Chinese antitrust, the multiple facets of industrial policy considerations in merger control, MOFCOM decision-making and capacity constraints, questions of institutional design and the role of transparency, and due process within merger review. Finally, Section V offers concluding thoughts.


II. OVERVIEW AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Merger control is the mostly *ex ante* control of anti-competitive behavior. It requires prediction and speculation as to the potential effects of a given merger. The two primary merger effects that concern antitrust are: (1) unilateral effects that may create monopoly power, and (2) coordinated effects that may create oligopolistic exercise of market power or direct communication amongst a cartel of surviving firms.

Merger control has spread around the globe. More than ninety jurisdictions have some form of a merger control regime. Most of these regimes have been established within the past twenty years. The development of merger control has been fueled in part by growing globalization and cross border merger and acquisition activity and in part due to the spread more generally of antitrust law. Chinese merger control is part of this trend.

There is significant literature on the goals of antitrust, focusing on variations of two goals – consumer welfare and to-

---

tal welfare. Most economists suggest that total welfare is the correct standard.

Current discussion of welfare goals often assumes that only antitrust industrial organization (antitrust economics) based economic goals (total welfare or consumer welfare) shape enforcement decisions. Scholarly debate has focused on these antitrust economics factors. Policy goals based upon political factors are not part of current antitrust policy in the United States. Political factors are also playing a much smaller role at the European Commission.

There is an established body of scholarship regarding the political determinants of merger control in the United States, Europe, and Canada. This work has not been ex-


14. See, e.g., MASSIMO MOTTA, COMPETITION POLICY: THEORY AND PRACTICE 22 (2004) (stating a preference for the welfare standard); RICHARD A. POSNER, ANTITRUST LAW IX (2d ed. 2001) (describing a consensus that the “goal of antitrust laws should be to promote economic welfare”); DENNIS W. CARLTON, Does Antitrust Need To Be Modernized?, 21 J. ECON. PERSP. 155, 157 (2007) (stating that “the proper objective of antitrust should be total surplus, not consumer surplus”); JOSEPH FARRELL & MICHAEL L. KATZ, The Economics of Welfare Standards in Antitrust, 2 COMPETITION POL’Y INT’L 3 (2006) (claiming that some arguments in favor of the consumer welfare standard are weak); KEN HEYER, Welfare Standards and Merger Analysis: Why Not the Best?, 2 COMPETITION POL’Y INT’L 29 (2006) (arguing for the use of the total welfare standard). Some work suggests that a consumer welfare standard will help maximize total welfare. See DAVID BESANKO & DANIEL F. SPULBER, Contested Mergers and Equilibrium Antitrust Policy, 9 J.L. ECON. & ORG. 1, 2 (1993) (finding that expected social welfare is maximized under a standard higher than the social welfare criterion); DANIEN J. NEVEN & LARS-HENDRIK RÖLLER, Consumer Surplus vs. Welfare Standard in a Political Economy Model of Merger Control, 23 INT’L J. INDUS. ORG. 829, 847 (2005) (suggesting that a welfare standard may be more appropriate where the transparency and accountability of an agency’s processes are high); SEIN-OLOF FRIDOLSSON, A Consumer Surplus Defense in Merger Control, in THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF ANTITRUST 287, 287 (VIVEK GHOSAL & JOHAN STENNEK EDs., 2007) (arguing that a welfare standard with a consumer bias will promote allocative efficiency).

15. TOMASO DUSSO, A Decade of Ex-post Merger Policy Evaluations: A Progress Report, in MORE PROS AND CONS OF MERGER CONTROL, 125, 172-78 (Swedish Competition Authority ed., 2012).

tended to the context of Chinese mergers except through case studies of a handful of merger decisions. Moreover, while there has been some empirical work on outbound Chinese foreign direct investment (FDI), there has been less research devoted to inbound investment in China.

In some younger antitrust regimes, political factors have not migrated outside of antitrust analysis to other parts of government, such as sector regulation or national security regulation. For these younger regimes, merger control may lead to significant tension domestically across a number of different institutions. Issues such as foreign ownership, job losses, and the creation of national champions that form the basis of a


country's industrial policy may exacerbate situations in which politics may play a larger role in antitrust, either implicitly or explicitly.\textsuperscript{22} China is a case study of how such tensions play out.

The AML establishes fundamental regulations for the country's market practices and sets restrictions on various business practices. To a certain extent, the AML constitutes a tremendous leap forward for China, providing it a crucial role in the world economy and changing its global antitrust profile. For example, a delay or opposition to a merger by MOFCOM can hold up a deal and lead to its collapse, much the way that a similar hold-up on the part of U.S. or European antitrust authorities can for a global deal.\textsuperscript{23}

Although China's AML is based substantially on the established body of E.U. and U.S. antitrust law, it is not a complete transplant of these systems. Rather, the AML's provisions reveal interesting ambiguities and uncertainties regarding some basic antitrust issues. These provisions also reflect Chinese political and economic concerns.\textsuperscript{24}

Article 27 of the AML covers merger control. Under Article 27, there is a somewhat contradictory list of the various factors that MOFCOM can utilize in considering whether or not to approve a merger. These include: (1) market share, power, and concentration; (2) the effect of market concentration on entry and technological innovation; (3) effects on consumers and other related undertakings; (4) effect on the development of the national economy; (5) and other factors as determined by the State Council Anti-Monopoly Enforcement Authority. Thus, the fourth and possibly fifth factors allow MOFCOM to impose conditions that might not be based on traditional antitrust economics factors.


To be sure, China's is not the only antitrust system that explicitly articulates non-economic goals.\textsuperscript{25} Yet, unlike other major jurisdictions with multiple goals in both statute and case law, China's merger control in practice is a system in which these political factors may be used extensively. The Chinese experience provides insights into other emerging antitrust regimes that grapple with potential clashes of larger political economy goals with industrial organization, as well as capacity constraints on the part of the antitrust system.

Based on the relative youth of China's merger control system, there have been only sixteen published merger decisions to date (twelve at the time of the survey). Similarly, there have been few overall decided conduct cases in China. Shan et al. caution:

Thus, since MOFCOM has challenged only a few proposed mergers, we have sparse data from which to infer its interpretation of the AML's welfare standard. In addition, MOFCOM has not issued decisions for mergers that were approved unconditionally, and so we have no record of the welfare calculus performed in the majority of cases. Moreover, legal policy of how the merger regime works in practice is not clear as there have been few decisions.\textsuperscript{26}

Without a better understanding of the realities of merger control, it is difficult to make well-grounded theoretical or empirical arguments about how merger control works. Such an understanding is essential to determining how merger control should be modified to be made more effective, as Tomaso Duso suggests, with regard to three dimensions: predictability, correctness, and deterrence.\textsuperscript{27}

The current study aims to move beyond some of the traditional data limitations of published decisions to develop a


\textsuperscript{26} Shan et al., supra note 3, at 41.

\textsuperscript{27} Duso, supra note 15, at 3. Other factors may be possible. However, Duso makes a compelling case why these three should be the ones that drive merger control.
more informed view of Chinese merger control and the extent to which politics trumps economics (either total or consumer welfare). By doing so, it undertakes a more nuanced analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of the Chinese merger system. This essay uses a qualitative practitioner survey to provide greater texture and nuance to our understanding of the Chinese merger control system.

III. Survey Methods

Between March and April 2012, the survey targeted lawyers across Chambers-ranked international law firms from Australia, Brazil, Canada, India, Europe, and the United States to discuss their outbound proposed, actual, and anticipated antitrust merger counseling with regard to deals with AML implications. The survey approached a total of ninety-eight Chambers-ranked law firms, and received responses from lawyers at eighty-seven of those firms. We did not interview People’s Republic of China (PRC) law firms; despite the experience and insight these practitioners have with regards to their home jurisdiction, we did not interview them for this survey because they lacked a comparative analysis of the merger deals in question. Moreover, PRC firm interviews created concerns that confidential information conveyed, given such a small practitioner community in China, might be traced back to particular firms and individuals.

This survey involved interviews with “elite” law firms because elite practitioners are more likely to have client matters that represent the more difficult cases decided “at the margins,” more likely to have significant deal flow in terms of total number of deal observations, and they are more likely to deal with cutting-edge issues in merger analysis and agency responses to novel theories. Such firms also have a larger case flow of “simple” transactions because of their expertise as repeat players.

29. Elite firms are those that are globally ranked as highly skilled in antitrust according to Chambers and Partners.
The use of qualitative research has certain benefits. The most important purpose of this essay’s research is to gain valuable, in-depth insight into a topic that has not yet been studied in the emerging and changing antitrust merger field.

When using qualitative research methods, the researcher’s role is to collect facts on both the objective experiences as well as the subjective meaning that the activities have for the individuals.

The main reason for the lack of large and quantitative empirical merger work in China is the lack of transparency in the Chinese legal and administrative regimes. Because the contours of the full data set are unclear, it is not certain that the sample is random. Hence, there is the persistent danger of sample selection bias, making it difficult to establish robust empirical proof of domestic bias. Given the lack of decided merger decisions (and their possible inappropriateness of a form measurement), this study aimed to develop a more informed view of Chinese merger control and the extent to which politics trumps economic based welfare standards and the modalities of both procedural and substantive antitrust merger control realities. This allowed for an in depth understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of the Chinese merger system, and for distinctions to be drawn among the various perceptions of myth and reality of Chinese antitrust merger control.

Participants were recruited using snowball sampling (also referred to as chain referral sampling). The snowball sampling technique begins with a small sample of individuals who have agreed to participate in the study. From this sample, each individual identified $k$ (some given number) of individuals they knew to also participate. Snowball sampling is best used

32. Id.
33. On measurement issues, see Bengt Holmstrom & Paul Milgrom, Multitask Principal-Agent Analyses: Linear Contracts, Asset Ownership, and Job Design, 7 J.L. ECON. & ORG. (SPECIAL ISSUE) 24 (1991).
when participants are in close proximity to one another, as the lawyers working together in antitrust firms were for our study.\footnote{35}

The use of snowball sampling is incredibly beneficial in research, and works especially well when researchers are attempting to sample units that naturally interact with one another.\footnote{36} Snowball sampling's strength is its ability to sample a population that is difficult to reach. Typically, this sampling technique is used to reach deviant populations, such as substance users; however, for the purpose of this research we used the technique to gain information from a unique population that is not deviant (lawyer jokes aside).

For the purposes of this study, a sample of lawyers was asked to identify \( k \) lawyers whom they know at other firms that have been involved in China-related merger work. Goodman suggests this method is best used when we begin with a true random sample of the target population at the outset.\footnote{37} However, this is difficult when the researcher has a hidden population. The current study accessed lawyers listed via Chambers-ranked antitrust firms. From this list, we sent emails to all law firms with listed lawyers in order to get a large enough sample of voluntary participants. Some research says one cannot truly make statistical inferences with snowball sampling because of a volunteerism bias, but nearly all law firms responded to the survey and so this reduced volunteerism bias.\footnote{38}

In this study, the target sample was difficult to reach because of job workload. Lawyers in this field also may have a potential negative bias against research and may not want to get involved in a research study. Therefore, establishing rapport with the individuals involved was essential for the research. Once we discussed that confidentiality was to be maintained (particularly important for China related research),


lawyers were more willing to voluntarily participate. 39 We conducted phone interviews with each test subject. Each of the interviews included closed-ended questions regarding employment background. Thereafter, the qualitative interviews utilized open-ended questions with similar questions across interviewees to understand the dynamics of Chinese merger control.

IV. DISCUSSION

The survey evidence allows for insights on a number of topics. Overall, the view of practitioners is that the Chinese system differs from both U.S. and European merger control regimes. Table 1 below is a graphical illustration of the comparison of U.S., European and Chinese merger control systems and is derived from the practitioner interviews. It compares the welfare standard used by the antitrust agencies, the amount of overt political factors that are determinants of merger enforcement, the role of industrial policy, questions of institutional design and other parts of government activity within merger approval as well as transparency and delay within merger control.

Of the three Chinese agencies that enforce the AML (MOFCOM, NDRC and SAIC), practitioners view MOFCOM as the most outward looking and transparent, largely because MOFCOM also holds China’s trade portfolio. As a result of this outward orientation, practitioners noticed that over the past five years MOFCOM has worked hard to put together a good technical team to staff merger review, has tried to comply with international best practice, and has become far more transparent in signaling its policy to outsiders. 40

Whereas practitioners initially felt that MOFCOM was reluctant to listen to stakeholders and far more defensive about its decision-making, the mood among respondents is that

39. It is important to note that snowball sampling is a non-probability technique that does not ensure that every participant in the target population has an equal chance of being in the sample. See Heckathorn, supra note 35. However, this was not necessary for the current study. We sought rich information from those willing to share it and this was best done through the snowball sampling procedure.

40. Practitioner interview responses.
Table 1. Differences in Merger Control Across the United States, Europe and China

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Welfare standard utilized by the agencies</th>
<th>United States</th>
<th>Europe</th>
<th>China</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consumer welfare</td>
<td>Consumer welfare</td>
<td>Mix between consumer and total welfare</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political factors within merger control</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Only in the form of competitor complaints</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial policy</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No (although yes at the National Competition Authority level)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other parts of government active in antitrust merger analysis</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency in process</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Somewhat (transparent after the fact but less so to the parties)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Somewhat</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MOFCOM welcomes comments on how to improve its analysis and transparency.41 Practitioner respondents credited significant outreach on the part of competition authorities from the West, academic exchanges and private sector initiatives in making MOFCOM feel more comfortable with comments and concerns by stakeholders. Most practitioners note MOFCOM’s process of learning from these competition authorities as the most positive development in Chinese antitrust. A small minority of practitioners felt that things had not improved and pointed to specific deals of theirs or others (lawyers talk to each other about deals) as examples where they felt that MOFCOM’s development was more uneven.

Because of the newness of the Chinese merger control system, there have not been enough data points for parties to have “bad” mergers stop themselves. That is, there has not been enough time for something akin to the Priest-Klein hypothesis42 to have been established such that parties could even have a sense of the “sure things” that should be settled.

41. Id.

with the antitrust authority, and which deals may be close on the margins.\textsuperscript{43}

With antitrust mergers, the decision-maker can block a merger, settle on the details of a merger, force a merger to be withdrawn or fix-it-first. The Chinese merger control process, however, is still emerging. There are no court decisions to date that review MOFCOM's enforcement actions.\textsuperscript{44} Chinese merger control sometimes appears to be driven by policy choices similar to those in Europe and the U.S., but at other times, it exhibits a distinctively Chinese flavor.

A. Industrial Policy

Industrial policy lacks an agreed upon definition.\textsuperscript{45} For some it is government facilitated creation of structural changes in the economy.\textsuperscript{46} For others it is to promote outcomes in particular sectors of the economy.\textsuperscript{47} These goals often contrast with those of antitrust economics and antitrust policy more broadly.\textsuperscript{48} Within the classification of "non-economic" goals of antitrust, a number of factors account for such goals in merger review. Some of this is due to particular language in the enacting legislation that provides for multiple and sometimes competing goals.\textsuperscript{49} These goals may create a path dependency in case law regarding the implementation of merger law. Moreover, even if the statute is silent or has some

\begin{enumerate}
\item[43.] Id.
\item[46.] See, e.g., Thomas A. Pugel, Japan's Industrial Policy: Instruments, Trends, and Effects, 8 J. Comp. Econ. 420 (1984).
\item[48.] Id.
\item[49.] Competing goals of the AML can be found in various sections - Industrial policy (Art. 1), consumer welfare (Art. 27) and total welfare (Art. 28).
\end{enumerate}
sort of efficiency justification, the case law may reflect some non-economic approaches rather than agency thinking based upon industrial organization economics.\textsuperscript{50}

Merger case law of the past twenty years in the United States is unambiguously based on economic analysis. It tends to focus on consumer welfare as the basis for determining whether a merger is anti-competitive, although ambiguity remains as to the welfare standard for efficiencies.\textsuperscript{51} Empirical work suggests that overt non-antitrust economics based politics has, for the most part, become a non-issue in U.S. merger enforcement in recent decades.\textsuperscript{52} Earlier work of U.S. merger control that examined the 1980s suggested that there were non-economic factors at play in merger control.\textsuperscript{53} The recommendations of economists carried less weight than those of the lawyers during this earlier period.\textsuperscript{54}

The goals of European merger control, at the level of the Directorate General for Competition of the European Commission (DG Competition), also tend to focus on consumer welfare and decisions relating to efficiencies in mergers note the importance of pass through to consumers.\textsuperscript{55} The classic formulation of European court decisions remains explicit that there are multiple goals for antitrust, including ones not based on antitrust economics goals.\textsuperscript{56} Yet, overt politics play a signifi-

\textsuperscript{50.} For example, agencies in the United States still cite to cases such as \textit{Brown Shoe Co. v. United States}, 370 U.S. 294 (1962), and \textit{United States v. Philadelphia National Bank}, 374 U.S. 321 (1963), as good case law when they want to block a merger. Agencies continue to cite these cases because the case law is favorable to such an outcome even though the economic understanding of those cases is retrograde by current economic thinking.

\textsuperscript{51.} See Blair & Sokol, \textit{Rule of Reason}, supra note 13. There is some ambiguity if the U.S. merger system is in fact consumer welfare or a mix of total welfare and consumer welfare with regard to efficiencies, but Kolasky and Dick argue that the system is a mix between the two. See William J. Kolasky & Andrew R. Dick, \textit{The Merger Guidelines and the Integration of Efficiencies into Antitrust Review of Horizontal Mergers}, 71 \textit{Antitrust L.J.} 207 (2003).

\textsuperscript{52.} Coate, Bush, Clinton, Bush, supra note 16, at 12.

\textsuperscript{53.} Id. at 12.

\textsuperscript{54.} \textit{Id.} at 12.


\textsuperscript{56.} \textit{Damien Geradin et al., EU Competition Law and Economics} 25 (2012).
cantly smaller role now than in European merger analysis than in earlier eras.\textsuperscript{57} Some of the underlying reasons appear similar to those seen in the U.S., such as the move to a greater "effects" based analysis that relies more heavily on economics, and the institutionalization of economic analysis within DG Competition.\textsuperscript{58}

In contrast to the United States and Europe, the AML is not clear in practice as to the welfare standard that it employs in merger analysis. A difference in welfare standard may particularly matter in the context of efficiencies.\textsuperscript{59} One could read that total welfare is the standard given that Article 1 of the AML provides efficiency as a goal of the AML. However, the total welfare standard of Article 1 is in tension with the consumer welfare standard articulated in AML Article 28. Shan et al. suggest that from the published decisions of the first seven challenged mergers, what has emerged is a focus on consumer welfare.\textsuperscript{60}

A clear goal for mergers reviewed under the AML would increase certainty in business planning regarding merger filings made in China. According to the survey respondents, Chinese merger review lacks the intellectual foundations of U.S. or E.U. industrial organization economics as the driver of merger control. This is partly a function of what practitioners view as a part of a larger Chinese bureaucracy that runs MOFCOM with the mindset of a unit of a centrally planned government than that of antitrust enforcers within the West. All of the survey respondents felt that Chinese antitrust law is more concerned with industrial policy concerns than U.S. antitrust law is. A number of respondents (all American) felt that the U.S. system was unique, and that the Chinese system was


\textsuperscript{59} Blair & Sokol, \textit{Welfare Standards}, \textit{supra} note 4.

\textsuperscript{60} Shan et al., \textit{supra} note 3, at 51.
merely a difference in degree from the European and other antitrust systems.

Surprisingly, a significant majority of European respondents also found that Chinese antitrust more closely resembled that of Europe in the sense of political factors playing a role in merger control. When U.S. practitioners mentioned the European comparison, it was nearly universally used as a pejorative comparison. U.S. practitioners tended to find that European antitrust for mergers and other conduct is less economically based than U.S. antitrust, more suspicious of concentrated economic power, and more prone to industrial policy influences like protection of competitors or the creation of European champions. Europeans to a lesser extent viewed this pejoratively – some merely accepted it as reality and others embraced the multiple and sometimes conflicting goals of European competition law.

For a number of the European lawyers, the fundamental experience in China is similar although the context is different and the system is new. The similarities include a more legalistic analysis and approach to arguments than in the U.S., where the economists play a secondary (although increasing) role relative to agency lawyers. There is also a much stronger concern about effects on competitors in China and Europe than in the United States. The concern with competitors is a function of the legal basis for the law and the larger political economy issues in which antitrust economics based competition policy is not the sole focus of antitrust. Instead antitrust economics welfare standards must be balanced with other factors such as the growth of the internal market in Europe or the growth of an export based economy in China.

The identification by practitioners of a divergence between the U.S. and European approaches to antitrust is in line with the literature that compares the use of antitrust economics in Europe and the U.S. It also conforms with the less frequent use of economic analysis in European antitrust law. However, recent literature shows that the gap between the

United States and Europe may be shrinking. In China, according to survey respondents, the gap between Western and Chinese approaches remains significant, even if MOFCOM in a relative sense has improved considerably within the past five years. Practitioners brought up differences particularly in the conditionally approved cases — those cases where differences in approaches would matter the most. In these cases, antitrust economic analysis plays a minor role relative to the same or similar mergers in Europe or the United States.

Even though there are some tensions and some dissimilarities with antitrust as conducted in the West under the AML, practitioners commented about many similarities as well. Most filings (assuming the facts and analyses as presented in the interviews are true) in China would have been analyzed the same in terms of the analysis as in the United States or Europe. This is true for the "plain vanilla" filings that are required based on reporting thresholds but for which there are no competition concerns.

Some practitioners surveyed argue that in their deals MOFCOM tends to veer more toward a total welfare merger analysis than consumer welfare analysis. It may be that since antitrust economics is not always the basis for analysis, the universe of deals in which an antitrust economics welfare standard is used is small. The welfare standard is clearest in the published decisions, where the standard articulated seems to be primarily consumer welfare. Survey respondents suggested that in practice many of the mergers would be approved under either a total welfare or consumer welfare standard. Where the two diverge, practitioners did not have a sense if MOFCOM understood that there was a divergence.

If framing MOFCOM decision-making within antitrust economics welfare standards seems to be an imprecise description, something else drives Chinese merger control. All practitioners mentioned that industrial policy is the basis for Chinese merger control.

"Industrial policy" can be subdivided into three themes. These are: (1) protectionism, (2) bad analysis that draws upon

65. Practitioner interview responses.
66. Id.
European legal standards and methodologies that are perceived to be less consumer welfare driven than U.S. antitrust (with a potential implication of fewer correct outcomes and over-deterrence), and (3) analysis that seems less correct in outcome because of MOFCOM capacity constraints (accidental industrial policy). These constraints are present because MOFCOM case handlers and supervisors are merely getting up to speed on how merger control works in practice (resulting in fewer correct decisions).

More than one of these explanations may generally be true, or may be true for certain particular cases. The goal of China's top leadership is not clear. It may be that antitrust is not a significant priority. Alternatively, other priorities, such as industrial policy, might frame the goals of China's leaders. Those goals are factored in by the various agencies involved in Chinese antitrust.

If the total welfare standard is adopted, then one could argue that a logical implication is that foreign firms should be treated differently. Conceptually, the total welfare of a given country means the sum of consumer surplus and domestic firms' profits.\textsuperscript{67} Under this framework, it seems that foreign firms, whether operating in China or not, should be treated differently because they are not a part of the China's domestic welfare. If one adopts this view, then some of what survey respondents regard as political factors may also be construed as a version of total welfare. That is, from a purely economic viewpoint, equal treatment of foreign firms may not be consistent with total domestic welfare standard. If however, the consumer welfare standard is adopted, then all firms should be treated equally and what is clearly industrial policy would not be tolerated under a consumer welfare approach. Ultimately, the actual welfare standard employed under the AML for merger review is not always clear. Sometimes it seems based on consumer welfare but sometimes it seems that industrial policy drives outcomes.

B. China Inc. and Mercantilism as Industrial Policy

1. Other Government Players

MOFCOM is not alone in analyzing mergers under the Chinese merger system. Practitioner respondents explained that every merger must be approved by an inter-agency review that includes parts of government other than MOFCOM. The other parts of government which provide input into merger analysis do not use antitrust economics welfare goals, although the cast of characters is not always clear. This leads to less predictability in the merger process. The National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) and the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT) are the other parts of China's government most mentioned by survey respondents as those that have an industrial policy agenda as part of the merger review process. However, it is not only direct government action through ministries in which the political process plays a considerable role in merger review. Other players in merger review include additional government ministries, and regional or local governments. These players push for overt political analysis of mergers that benefits Chinese competitors and especially Chinese state-owned enterprise (SOE) groups.68

2. Trade Associations

Trade associations carry significant weight in merger review and can apply pressure.69 Chinese trade associations are different from those in the West in that the government pushes them and the trade association has many SOE members. Practitioners reported that trade associations are much more powerful in China than in the West and much more political. Ministries will check with trade associations regarding deal clearance. Trade associations also can be active pre-filing. Trade associations are well organized and often speak with a single voice for their members in ways that are not analogous to trade associations in Europe or the United States. Oftentimes the trade association concerns sent to a government ministry are ghost-written by a company and sometimes

68. Practitioner interview responses.
69. For a discussion see Qian Hao, Trade Associations and Private Antitrust Litigation in China 4, CPI ANTITRUST CHRONICLE (Spring 2013).
the MOFCOM questions asked to the merging parties are ghost-written by the other ministry.

3. Technology Deals

Some practitioners allege that not all concessions made to agencies as part of the negotiation made for merger approval are reported. Many of the reported concessions seem to involve the transfer of technology from Western to Chinese firms. Technology deals in particular involve closer scrutiny because of the industrial policy considerations. Practitioners report that deals often need to be structured so that Chinese firms will benefit from Western technology and know-how divestitures as a condition of deal approval or fair, reasonable, and non-discriminatory (FRAND) commitments on terms that seem overly generous as part of the proposed remedy suggested by the merging parties.70

The nature of technology transfer guides many Chinese merger decisions. If there is an acquisition of a Chinese firm by a Western firm, there is particular concern about the impact of the acquisition on China's ability to compete within the specific market. Mergers that would have otherwise presented competition problems may have been cleared because the mergers allowed for technology transfer to Chinese companies, and MOFCOM may have viewed these transfers as helping the growth of the Chinese economy and are perceived by Western practitioners to be approved for that reason.71

Technology deals in the manufacturing sector in particular receive close scrutiny.

4. SOEs and "China Inc."

State owned enterprises constitute a significant percent of all Chinese firms.72 SOEs also play a complicated role within AML merger control. The applicability of the AML to Chinese

70. Practitioner interview responses.
71. The current Chinese 5 year plan emphasizes "indigenous innovation" by China to overcome its technology gap with the West. See D. Daniel Sokol & Wentong Zheng, FRAND in China, TEX. INTELL. PROP. L.J. (forthcoming 2014).
SOEs remains unclear. Depending on one's reading, SOEs may be exempt under Article 7 of the AML. Yet, some SOE notifications have occurred, most notably the joint venture (JV) between General Electric (China) and China Shenhua Coal-to-Liquids and Chemicals. According to practitioners, SOEs do not always file their mergers for review before MOFCOM. Some merely go directly to the relevant government ministries for approval of their mergers informally outside of the AML process.

Practitioners mentioned JVs between foreign firms and SOEs are notified but only if the foreign firm insists upon it. In the case of merger approval for JVs, a JV will be approved without a problem if one of the JV members is an SOE. Foreign to foreign firm JVs may receive a more detailed review by MOFCOM. An SOE to SOE JV, according to practitioners, seems not to be notified. The subsequently published list by MOFCOM of mergers it approved without conditions between August 1, 2008 and September 30, 2012 supports the practitioner comments on SOEs.

Employment impact (i.e., reductions of worker redundancies) due to mergers within China may impact approval of a particular transaction. This is particularly true for industries that are seen by the Communist Party as strategic both for the export oriented growth of politically powerful Chinese SOEs, and for the growth of particular provinces in which the SOEs may have significant operations. Practitioners feel that they have learned that mergers involving "famous brands" or other strategic industries are risky regarding merger approval. Consequently, they are not willing to advise mergers and potential remedies to clients unless they receive significant input from government affairs specialists, and even then feel very cautious about being able to get the deal through on terms that make economic sense for the merging parties.

73. See Lin & Zhao, supra note 3, at 117.

74. The release by MOFCOM of unconditional approvals (in November 2012) confirms this. See 反垄断局加强经营者集中案件信息公开) [The Anti-Monopoly Bureau Enhances Disclosure of Notifications of Concentration of Undertakings] (November 15, 2012), available (in Chinese) at http://images.mofcom.gov.cn/fldj/accessory/201211/1353031118730.pdf (revealing that more than 90% of the cases involve foreign companies and none of the mergers among "central SOEs" have appeared on the list since 2008).

75. Id.
There is a push within China to develop more Chinese global market leaders and more Global Fortune 500 firms. The Chinese government is more broadly sympathetic towards Chinese firms when such firms face increased competition. This is especially the case in industries that it views as essential to what practitioners called “China Inc.” – the ability to have a significant Chinese global player in an industry. Consequently, the growth of current Chinese firms within a particular market is a factor that shapes the merger review process. This is framed in terms of existing Chinese firms in a particular market relative to non-Chinese competitors. Practitioners suggest that this is particularly true in industries where there are significant numbers of patents. Thus, merger control is not merely industrial policy based on the current Chinese players but also based upon the potential for future Chinese entry.

MOFCOM (perhaps itself or perhaps as a front for other parts of the government) in some cases wants to understand why there are no Chinese competitors in a given market and asks this question to merging parties. Many practitioners perceived that the remedies imposed upon Samsung/Seagate and Western Digital/Hitachi in their conditional approvals were, in

---


part, driven by industrial policy. The behavioral remedies, including the imposition of a monitor to oversee the implementation of the remedies were rather intrusive interventions. A large number of the lawyers who followed these deals closely believe that the real purpose of the monitor for the Chinese government was to better understand Western businesses and their processes in an industry in which there was no Chinese global competitor and in which China is the world’s largest market for personal computers.

The only merger to date that MOFCOM has blocked was Coca-Cola/Huiyuan. Practitioners surveyed almost universally found this MOFCOM’s analysis of the transaction to be deeply problematic. The decision came under attack by the international antitrust community as an example of Chinese industrial policy taking priority over economic analysis. The deal involved the acquisition by a foreign firm of a Chinese “famous brand.” MOFCOM’s decision made a number of claims. First, it alleged that Coca-Cola’s dominance in soft drinks would allow it to leverage its dominance to the market for juice. The second claim was that with the Huiyuan acquisition, Coca Cola would have, along with its own brand of Minute Maid, two strong brands. The possession of two strong brands, MOFCOM argued, would raise barriers to potential entrants in the juice market. The third reason that MOFCOM gave is that the merger would squeeze small competitors in the orange juice industry, thereby preventing them from innovating. Many issues remained unclear from MOFCOM’s decision. As a general matter, how MOFCOM determined dominance and the market was not clear nor was the issue of market definition.

79. The combined market share in juice would have been approximately 20 percent post-merger.

80. 中华人民共和国商务部公告[2009年]第22号(商务部关于禁止可口可乐公司收购中国汇源公司审查决定的公告,8-18-2009) [Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China, Public Statement No. 22 [2009] (Statement on the Decision to Prohibit Coca Cola Company’s Acquisition on China Huiyua Group)] (Mar. 18, 2009), available at http://fldj.mofcom.gov.cn/article/ztxx/200903/20090306108494.html. Many of the repeat players note the limits of Coca-Cola/Huiyuan. They claim that Coca-Cola did not want to push very hard to get the deal through on the terms demanded by MOFCOM because the value of Huiyuan had declined significantly since the time the deal was originally signed.
Survey practitioners were nearly universally disappointed by the economic analysis employed in the case and believed the decision to be thinly veiled protectionism. The driving force behind blocking the deal was the acquisition of a famous brand by a foreign firm. Most practitioners suggested that the nature of the reasoning in Coca-Cola/Huiyuan was emblematic of the type of reasoning that MOFCOM needs to undertake for politically sensitive deals. That is, MOFCOM knows the outcome that it wants to undertake (largely because of institutional constraints from other parts of China's government) and creates a set of economic theories to back into this conclusion. MOFCOM thus serves as a filter for other agencies/ministries that have concerns about non-competition industrial policy factors.

MOFCOM faced tremendous backlash and scrutiny from the global antitrust community as to the reasoning behind the merger. This backlash has been seen as a blessing in disguise, according to many practitioners. As a result of this scrutiny, MOFCOM has become more empowered in its dealings with other parts of government. Other parts of government are no longer able to be so heavy handed in concessions that they ask via MOFCOM of the merging parties. MOFCOM now requires an economic theory of competitive effects that passes international scrutiny, even when political concerns drive the outcome of a deal.

MOFCOM increasingly craves international legitimacy in its antitrust decision-making and seeks to be technocratic in its outcomes. The search for legitimacy with other antitrust authorities has limits. If MOFCOM pushes too hard on a purely antitrust economics arguments, a number of the practitioners feel that MOFCOM will face significant pushback and find its relative standing diminished within Chinese government.

Seen from the viewpoint of the development of the antitrust system, MOFCOM leadership may have chosen incremental change rather than radical change toward an antitrust economics based approach largely because it has skillfully pushed

81. Some scholars have taken an alternative viewpoint and suggest that there may have been credible competition reasons to block the deal. See Zhang & Zhang, supra note 19, at 490.
82. Responses suggest that this tends to be MOFCOM's approach in most major deals, even those that receive approval without conditions imposed.
the limits of its standing as much as it can, given the larger political economic realities in China.\textsuperscript{83} In many ways, this Chinese process mirrors evolutionary changes that occurred in the United States\textsuperscript{84} and Europe\textsuperscript{85} in their own merger control systems.

As part of the evolution of Chinese antitrust, other parts of government do not always trump MOFCOM's concerns. Practitioners identified that MOFCOM sometimes fights other agencies as to how much politics to inject and sometimes it does not. MOFCOM's willingness to fight for economic analysis of a merger depends on which ministries are involved and whether the merger decision will be published. Survey respondents noted that in cases in which MOFCOM is willing to expend its political capital, MOFCOM looks for analytic support on competition concerns from the parties to raise these points with the other ministries.

C. \textit{Industrial Policy as a Variant of European Competition Law}

MOFCOM itself may be more protectionist relative to the United States as it emulates European competition law. Many of the foreign lawyers who are part of the Chinese antitrust community (working at the non-Chinese firms) are European and consequently use a more European approach and cite to European case law for examples. In terms of the assumptions and types of arguments made in competition analysis, this more European approach may become a norm within China.\textsuperscript{86}

Competitor complaints are a common part of European merger analysis.\textsuperscript{87} China follows a stronger variation of the Eu-

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{83} Other theories may provide explanatory value. However, based on the survey responses and the author's own analysis, the theory presented in this paragraph seems most likely to be the correct one.
\item \textsuperscript{84} See William E. Kovacic, \textit{HSR at 35: The Early US Premerger Notification Experience and its Meaning for New Systems of Competition Law, in New Competition Jurisdictions: Shaping Policies and Building Institutions} 9 (Richard Whish & Christopher Townley eds., 2012) [hereinafter \textit{HSR at 35].
\item \textsuperscript{86} Technically, only Chinese law firms can attend meetings with MOFCOM. Nevertheless, non-Chinese law firms are actively involved in Chinese merger control.
\item \textsuperscript{87} Historical factors and path dependency explain the greater orientation toward industrial policy of EC merger control. The core of European competition law was to further market integration over other factors such as
\end{itemize}
ropean model. In Chinese merger control, competitor and customer complaints are taken more seriously than in the United States and particularly so if it is a Chinese competitor and again particularly so if the Chinese competitor is an SOE. There is a concern to protect consumers when the manufacturers are foreign, but protection of consumers seems to matter less when the competitors are Chinese firms.

Adding to the European analogy is the smaller role that economists play relative to lawyers in both Europe and China. As economists played a minor role in merger enforcement in Europe, this meant that decisions made by the Commission to challenge mergers may have lacked a rigorous economic justification. This too has changed due to the institutionalization of greater economic analysis and an economics staff not subordinate to lawyers as well as a series of cases that reversed Commission challenges based upon insufficient economic analysis. We see a similar trend in China regarding a transition towards more economic analysis.

The organizational structure of economists may impact the nature of the use of economics within the merger process and how economics based merger control will be. In some ways, the starting point for MOFCOM’s institutional design, specifically the organization of its merger team, is better than Europe’s was in 1989 for merger control. MOFCOM already has a standalone economics group. Moreover, the quality of Chinese economists has improved both among universities and at MOFCOM. The same is true among the lawyers with a number of competition law centers affiliated with universities in Beijing and Shanghai.  

efficiency. David J. Gerber, Law and Competition in Twentieth Century Europe: Protecting Prometheus 37-38 (1998). This meant that efficiency played a lesser role in the original formulation of European competition law. In the early years of the merger regime these overt political factors were more central to European merger policy than is the case today. Aktas et al., Market Reactions, supra note 17.


90. Competition law centers in China include those of Renmin, University of Chinese Academy of Sciences, UIBE and Shanghai Jiao Tong universities.
The learning curve for MOFCOM in terms of the application of economic analysis has been significant in the first four years. The first two decisions by MOFCOM (InBev/Anheuser-Busch and Coca-Cola/Huiyuan) did not define the relevant market, although subsequent decisions have. MOFCOM has also moved beyond structural presumptions. A number of the decisions and discussions with MOFCOM staff include unilateral and coordinated effects. Unpublished decisions also grapple with these issues. Practitioners in particular focused on improvements in MOFCOM's unilateral effects analysis.

These relative advances in the past four years should not obscure significant MOFCOM capacity constraints with regard to economic analysis. MOFCOM officials and staff may be familiar with basic terminology of certain antitrust merger concepts but in practice seem to struggle with their application. While some practitioners believe that MOFCOM has improved significantly over a short period of time, others find that the overall quality of merger enforcement has not changed enough. This is largely because of institutional limits of MOFCOM within the Chinese government and the high turnover of case handlers that seems to lead to significant delay in the merger process as well as significant relearning by overworked case handlers.

D. Agency Inexperience

Most practitioners noted that MOFCOM's early economic analysis was weak. However, they also note that increasingly MOFCOM looks beyond market shares to bidding behavior and entry. One reason why economists in China may not be treated in the same regard as in Europe or the United States is that traditional notions of industrial organization/antitrust economics are less relevant than in the West, as in China the market is not the basis of the economy. Instead, the managed economy creates a different set of assumptions about the robustness of competition, entry barriers, financing and other factors that Western economists and lawyers take for granted.

Most practitioners cautioned that one cannot use sophisticated economic approaches applied in the West for Chinese merger control. One function of the lack of sophisticated economic analysis is that many law firms often do not prepare economic expert reports because of the fear that such reports
would only draw unneeded scrutiny to deals without significant concerns or alternatively would confuse MOFCOM staff. Economists are used infrequently and only strategically by the parties, often based on the advice of Chinese law firms. When economists are used, they tend to be used for market definition or competitive effects analysis. According to a number of the survey respondents, MOFCOM seems to have confronted problems in terms of understanding efficiencies arguments.

A number of practitioners note that sometimes MOFCOM wants the merging parties to provide the economic analysis done in other jurisdictions even if the economic analysis is based upon a national (or regional) market and not directly applicable to China. However, many practitioners find that MOFCOM's economic analysis has improved overall. MOFCOM has hired outside economists for some transactions and this has helped bring increased sophistication to those transactions and to subsequent transactions in which MOFCOM staff exclusively work on the deals.

E. Transparency

Merger transparency is a significant concern to the global antitrust community. It is for this reason that the first work product of the ICN Mergers Working Group was a set of Recommended Practices for antitrust authorities that included a goal of increased transparency. Issues of transparency seem to be particularly acute with new merger systems. In the Chinese context, more than half of all practitioners surveyed without any prompting used the term “black box” to describe the merger review process. Nearly all respondents (including those who were prompted) agreed that “black box” is an accurate description. This was true regardless of whether the practitioner in question had significant regular merger work in China or was just an episodic player. Practitioners revealed a rather Byzantine structure of merger approval with multiple gatekeepers both within MOFCOM and with other agencies


92. See HSR at 35, supra note 84.
that was not particularly transparent nor always easily predictable.  

Practitioners complained that sometimes it is difficult to understand what is happening procedurally in Chinese transactions. According to many survey respondents, there are information requests without explanations of why the information is relevant to the specific transaction. The rationale for such unrelated questions seems to be that MOFCOM is trying to learn about particular industries. In other cases, practitioners believe that it is other ministries and Chinese companies trying to better understand how to compete as a number of practitioners raised anecdotes that suggested breaches of confidentiality of the data submitted. Practitioners explained that follow up questions from MOFCOM and the information that they conveyed was not always clear. Further, practitioners did not feel that MOFCOM was particularly forthcoming about where in the process the concern emerged and why there was such a significant delay in relaying the concern.

Overall, practitioners were unified in the view that MOFCOM does not always do an effective job of expressing why other ministries have concerns, which makes some practitioners believe that the problem lies with MOFCOM's understanding (or lack thereof). The experience of some practitioners has been that economic arguments go nowhere with MOFCOM and MOFCOM does not explain what the problem holding up a deal may be. However, other government ministries are primarily to blame for the length of the hold-up. Some practitioners did not always understand this distinction as to what motivates delay, as these practitioners only interact with MOFCOM and not other parts of China's government. The repeat players tended to understand this distinction far more readily than episodic players. It was the repeat players who were the most sympathetic to MOFCOM's institutional design constraints that allowed for non-political factors to emerge from other agencies under which MOFCOM must operate.

Many jurisdictions publish merger guidelines to explain the process and methodology used to evaluate mergers, and to

93. Predictability allows for legal certainty as to the merger process and to possible outcomes.
94. Practitioner interview responses.
increase transparency.\textsuperscript{95} In 2011, MOFCOM promulgated \textit{Interim Provisions on Assessment of Competitive Impact of Concentrations of Business Operators}. While the methodology in the guidelines looks similar to that of other jurisdictions, practitioners explained that these Interim Provisions were too brief to provide meaningful guidance on plotting a legal strategy relative to guidelines in other jurisdictions. Moreover, practitioners were concerned that the guidelines offered a false structure to Chinese merger control. They noted that true merger guidelines in China would have explained that antitrust methodology only matters in the subset of cases in which political factors do not play a role and that more useful merger guidelines would have explained when and under what circumstances politics trump antitrust economic analysis as part of merger control.

An additional form of transparency is to publish merger decisions. Under the AML, MOFCOM is required to publish decisions that block a merger or attach conditions to a merger.\textsuperscript{96} Practitioners suggest that there is a subset of conditional approvals that has never been published. In some jurisdictions, important mergers are approved without conditions. However, in such cases the antitrust authority still provides a form of closing statement to create transparency in the decision-making process, and to discuss the analysis the agency followed in allowing the merger.

MOFCOM does not provide details about deals that were approved without any conditions. Some of these deals would have been pro-forma approvals. Others, however, are ones in which there might be some competition concern and the lack of transparency for such approvals creates a selection bias for papers that examine only those deals that have been conditionally approved or blocked and for which MOFCOM has provided a statement.

The lack of published decisions suggests that MOFCOM, to some degree, prefers to operate within the aforementioned “black box.” Though on its face this suggests a willful lack of transparency, MOFCOM may have some good reasons for some obfuscation. The policy of limiting transparency is no

\textsuperscript{95} Carl Shapiro, \textit{The 2010 Horizontal Merger Guidelines: From Hedgehog to Fox in Forty Years}, 77 \textit{Antitrust L.J.} 49 (2010).

\textsuperscript{96} AML, supra note 2, at ch. 4, art. 30.
different than the policy choices of more mature merger regimes. Agencies prefer to have discretion and thus prefer not to be locked in to written policies. Too much transparency creates a roadmap for evasion and constrains MOFCOM from future enforcement actions based on past decisions, when past decisions may be less well developed than MOFCOM's current and future decisions. Lack of transparency may be a function of uncertainty of how to handle a case and a concern that too much transparency might open MOFCOM to additional criticism both domestically and internationally. Practitioners mentioned that sometimes MOFCOM moves slowly to see how other jurisdictions will handle the deal.

Transparency can increase faith of practitioners in the merger process because it may increase accountability and reduce personal bias. However, the side effect of transparency is that it may lay out a roadmap for the strategic use of antitrust by competitors. When asked, many practitioners mentioned that they strategically use merger control in Europe to attempt to "blow up" deals of competitors. They also admitted to making competitor complaints in the United States or Europe. The purpose of such complaints is to increase the time of an investigation (a second request or phase 2 investigation, respectively), and to increase the financing and legal costs of the merging parties. In some settings, competitor complaints also lead to additional deal concessions by the merging parties or possibly blocking of the deal. Overwhelmingly, the same practitioners said that they have been contemplating doing the same in China once the system becomes more transparent for them to understand how best to utilize such a strategy.

Presently, the lack of transparency into the merger control process makes it more difficult to advise clients as to timing and issues that might emerge and how to best handle problems expeditiously and effectively when they do arise. This set of problems may impact how firms will behave in the future because of the uncertainty at MOFCOM.


Delay can create considerable problems for antitrust practitioners (i.e. uncertainty as to whether or not the deal can close within the existing financing window). Customers may be less willing to enter into new agreements with the target firm before a deal closes and the target may lose important managers and staff because deal uncertainty creates job uncertainty.

Practitioners mentioned that delay is particularly a problem in China. Delay in merger control is a function of a number of different factors. MOFCOM is short staffed. The reporting threshold for mergers that need to be notified is low, which exacerbates the staffing problem. This adds to the delay as MOFCOM seems to be overwhelmed with the number of filings and information.

Delays by MOFCOM staff are not the most significant part of merger delays. The most important finding regarding delay has to do with the direct intervention of other parts of government within MOFCOM’s merger review process. Every merger goes through interagency review, which explains why mergers take so long to gain clearance. Other government ministries need to sign off on merger approval for a merger to be cleared. Many months can go by in terms of negotiations with MOFCOM and these other parts of governments (sometimes with the knowledge of the merging parties but not always according to practitioners).

These other parts of government can have significant influence in putting certain conditions on the merger approval and may ask questions and force concessions of the merging parties that have nothing to do with antitrust concerns of competitive effects of the merger. As a result of the interventions of other parts of government, the merging parties need time to prepare responses (assuming that the concerns get relayed back in a clear manner) to address these issues. A number of practitioners noted that because these concerns are always filtered back through Chinese counsel and MOFCOM, it is not always clear how responsive the merging parties’ additional data submissions are.

Overall, practitioners seem to believe that the trend has been one of less delay in merger review. One reason for the reduction of delay is that MOFCOM has learned in a short time frame to be more effective, with more expedited reviews
of deals that raise no antitrust or political concerns. From the procedural delay side, more deals seem to be being cleared in early phase II review. Another factor that has reduced delay is that MOFCOM seems to be responding to international pressure that highlights delay in the merger control process.

Nevertheless, MOFCOM itself is not immune from issues that cause delay. The relative youth of the Chinese antitrust system is something that many practitioners noted leads to delays. MOFCOM case handler turnover is high which means that staff tends to ask many unnecessary questions to learn about both the merger review process and particular industries. One factor that leads to delays is the variability of the expertise of the MOFCOM case handler assigned to the specific deal. Many new case handlers receive on the job training with deals that should be simple. Yet, because of the lack of expertise of the case handler, the merger process takes longer. Further, to appear to conform to international best practices, MOFCOM has a liberal view of when a filing is “accepted” as filed. Essentially, there is a pre-Phase I phase of filing, which is used merely to get the filing in order, a Phase I filing and a more in-depth Phase II investigation.

The overwhelming sense of the practitioner community is that the MOFCOM lawyers are less well versed in economics than their agency counterparts in other global jurisdictions. However, many of the practitioners noted that the MOFCOM lawyers seem to be trying very hard to learn economic concepts and are at least as familiar with the particular economic terms even if the nuance of some of those terms does not seem clear to them.

There are also factors exogenous to MOFCOM and the institutional structure of Chinese merger control that lead to delays. Chinese legal counsel do not always articulate clearly to Western legal counsel and the merging parties what the problem is and how to solve it. This leads to delay and frustration on the part of the merging parties and their non-Chinese lawyers. It also makes many outside law firms and merging parties more reactive than proactive in moving along a deal through the merger process. Most foreign law firms presented a mixed view of their Chinese law firm counsel. They suggested that Chinese law firms were not particularly sophisticated as compared to their home jurisdiction, do not ask the right questions and do not question issues that MOFCOM raises. A num-
ber of Western firms complained that the Chinese law firms were not "advocates" in the more Western sense for their clients. Some practitioners went so far as to express concern that their Chinese law firms have dual loyalties to them as well as to the Chinese government. This concern may reflect different cultural norms, the newness of the merger process, and a lack of understanding on the part of Western firms as much as a problem of Chinese counsel.

V. Concluding Thoughts

This paper surveyed nearly all of the Chambers-ranked non-PRC-based law firms about their observations to determine the extent of the political (non-economic) forces at play in merger control. Unlike in mature Western antitrust systems, in China, political factors compete with antitrust economic factors in merger control. A few insights from that study show how political Chinese merger control can be. The most important finding has to do with the direct intervention of other parts of government within MOFCOM's merger review process (see the discussion supra on industrial policy). Other government ministries need to sign off on merger approval. Many months can go by in terms of negotiations with MOFCOM and these other parts of governments (sometimes with the knowledge of the merging parties but not always). These other parts of government can have significant influence in putting certain conditions on the merger approval not based on antitrust economics and may require concessions by the merging parties that have nothing to do with competitive effects.

One important finding is the importance of third party competitor complaints in merger analysis. If there is a Chinese company, particularly an SOE, which competes within the same relevant market or may at some point merely think of entering the market, the merger notification receives significantly more scrutiny, particularly when intellectual property is an issue in the merger. This is the case even if the competitive effects are negligible such that in other merger systems the deal would fall within a presumptive safe harbor because the market shares of the merging parties might be under 25 percent. As a result of these pressures, MOFCOM's decisions at times have been attempts to frame political concerns within
the language of economic analysis, even when the economic analysis undertaken is more rudimentary than what one might find in Western Europe or North America.

The next decade will provide more data for in-depth analysis of the Chinese merger system. In the meantime, data collection remains a significant problem. This study overcomes some of the traditional data problems to offer a positive assessment of the current state of the emerging Chinese antitrust merger regime and offer a case study of issues common to many new and emerging competition authorities.